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CAST

JUSTICE GILEAD MERTON  JOHN ELLIOT
GOODY RICKBY  WANDA BARDNER
LORD RAVENSEANE  LEE KELLEY
DICKON  ALAN GREENE
RACHEL MERTON  CORY ROWLAND
MISTRESS CYNTHIA MERTON  KARYL BOARD
RICHARD TALBOT  CHUCK MARK
SIR CHARLES REDDINGTON  RICHARD YOUNG
MISTRESS REDDINGTON  DALE WATKINS
AMELIA REDDINGTON  SHARENE STERNWEIS
MINISTER DODGE  TERRY O'BRIEN
MISTRESS DODGE  PATI POWELL
REV. MASTER TODD  MIKE WESTENSKOW
REV. MASTER RAND  JOHN EDGERTON
LOFT ROY  JOHN EDGERTON
MICAH  DAN COFFMAN
IMAGE IN MIRROR  DAN COFFMAN
CAPTAIN BUGBY  STEVE DRAKULICH
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LIGHTING DESIGN  SHARI MAUGHR
STAGE MANAGER  LINDA WATKINSON
ASSISTANT  JUDI FISHER
PROPERTIES  PATTI POWELL
SPECIAL EFFECTS  BILL REID
ASSISTANT  BEN COPPLE
MUSIC  "PROGNOSTICATION OF THE CROWS"  LEE KELLEY
PUBLICITY  JUDI FISHER

PRODUCTION STAFF

PUBLICITY  JUDI FISHER, CHUCK MARK
PROMOTION  STEVE DRAKULICH
HOUSE MANAGER  JOYCE GREENE
PROGRAMS  LOIS JOSLYN
SOUND TECHNICIAN  WAYNE CROSBY
ORGANIST  CORY ROWLAND
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR  RON KREMPEZ

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

GEM FURNITURE  BOISE LITTLE THEATRE  K AND J'S ANTIQUES
VICTORIAN SHOP  MRS. PAT POWELL  MRS. PAT YANCHELL
GINGER SCOTT  'R. PATRICK HENRY  IDAHO HISTORICAL SOCIETY

NEXT PRODUCTION: REPERTORY THEATRE

THE TEMPEST  DECEMBER 5
THE SERVANT OF TWO MASTERS  DECEMBER 9
THE SCAECROW  DECEMBER 7

NOTE: WATCH FOR AN ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING A SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIP BENEFIT SHOW AT CHRISTMAS TIME

THE SCAECROW IS PRODUCED BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH SAMUEL FRENCH INC.